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Don't do it for you do it for her
Hi welcome to how to save the Earth, today I'm gonna tell you how to save and what you can do to save
the Earth. Maybe you would think that the Earth is ok but actually is not and it in danger because of us
the humanity. Somethings you can do is Recycle, Reuse, and Reduce or how people call them the three
R's. there's a lot of things we can do like recycle the bags we use recycle water bottles, etc.

First recycle, by recycling we can do a lot of things like recycle the bag we use for shopping, and recycle
the water bottles we use they can work because for a water bottle to brake by it self takes a lot of years
just like glass we can recycle glass too and even the cloth we use. For the cloth we can recycle it by
reusing it, and now that we are talking about reusing let me tell you want you can do to reuse things.
First example cloth the cloth can be donated to somewhere where people do actually need the cloth that
we don't need anymore. We can reuse paper so we don't kill the trees, because the paper comes from
the trees and more the thousand's of trees are cut down in a year. Other thing we can reuse are shoes
some people use their shoes just for like three days and with does shoes we don't use anymore we can do
something with them and reuse them just like with things in the street.

Now the last one reducing, for reducing we can stop using the electricity too much we can stop buying
things too much or event things you don't even need but you still buy them. We need to reduce the using
of electricity because its causing some problems in he environment, so we need to reduce the using of
energy. The water too, we need to stop taking long showers even though we like to do it, using to much
water can cause trouble to the hydrosphere and to our parents. Reducing can help to reduce the trash all
over the world and in the ocean the most, to save the aquatic life.

Now you know what you can do to save the Earth out home, to keep it save to not let it die because if she
die's we die too. Using the three R's can help us learn a lot about Recycling, Reusing, and Reducing.
Recycle the glass the water bottles you have, Reuse the cloth you have, and Reduce the energy you use.
It's not that hard to save out home we can do it and more because we are just a little part of the Earth,
and we need to save where we live.

